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On May 21, 2020, the Attorney General directed me to review requests for disclosure of U.S. person identity information in disseminated intelligence reports—informally called “unmasking” requests—during the 2016 presidential-election period and the ensuing presidential-transition period. To conduct the review, I assembled a Texas-based team of two Assistant United States Attorneys, one Supervisory Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), two FBI Special Agents, and one FBI Intelligence Analyst, all of whom specialize in national security matters. With the assistance of this team, I reviewed unmasking requests made between March 1, 2016, and January 31, 2017. This report sets out certain findings and recommendations.

(U) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(U) A. I have not found evidence that senior U.S. officials unmasked the identities of U.S. persons contained in intelligence reports for political purposes or other inappropriate reasons during the 2016 election period or the ensuing transition period. Most significantly, the substantial majority of relevant unmasking requests were sought by intelligence professionals in anticipation of daily briefings of senior officials. They were not sought by the senior officials themselves or at their direction. Such anticipatory unmaskings had long been a routine part of preparing intelligence briefings. In fact, many intelligence briefers operated under a standard protocol requiring them to unmask all U.S. person identities contained in the intelligence reports that they intended to incorporate into an official’s briefing book.

(U) Moreover, I have found no unmasking requests made before Election Day that sought the identity of an apparent associate of the Trump campaign. The substantial majority of relevant election-related unmasking requests sought information about victims of malicious cyber-activity, including information about organizations that had suffered cyber-attacks. Those requests were consistent with an appropriate effort to understand a threat facing the Nation. Certain other requests sought the identity of one or two of the presidential candidates. But those involved only references to the candidates by foreign individuals, not discussion of the candidates’ own private communications or nonpublic activities.
(U) Some unmasking requests made during the transition period sought the identities of individuals who may have been associated with President Trump’s transition team. In many instances, however, the relevant reports merely recounted the views of other individuals about possible transition officials or described foreigners’ plans to engage with transition officials. Those reports did not, in other words, describe the private communications of transition officials. Other reports that were subject to unmasking requests did describe the communications of transition officials, albeit vaguely and without quotations. But the content of those reports does not support an inference that the identities were unmasked for improper purposes. Moreover, almost all of those requests were made by intelligence professionals in anticipation of briefings, not by senior officials themselves. In fact, I identified only one transition-related unmasking that was sought by a senior official, and I did not find a sufficient basis to conclude that the request was made for an improper purpose.

(U) Earlier this year, the Acting Director of National Intelligence declassified a list of officials who may have received the identity of Lieutenant General Michael Flynn in response to post-election unmasking requests. Given the significant public interest in those possible disclosures, I examined them closely. I did not find any basis to conclude that the requests were made for improper reasons. Most critically, all but one of the requests that listed a senior official as an authorized recipient of General Flynn’s identity were made by an intelligence professional to prepare for a briefing of the official, not at the direction of the official.

(b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA

Moreover, those requests related to [(b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA]

Moreover, those requests related to (b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA. Nothing about the content suggests that officials were seeking derogatory information about General Flynn or were otherwise inappropriately targeting him.

(U) I also examined whether communications between General Flynn and the Russian Ambassador to the United States that were first reported in the media in mid-January 2017 were the subject of an improper unmasking request. I determined that those communications were not described in an intelligence report in which General Flynn’s identity was masked that was disseminated before President Trump’s
inauguration. Accordingly, they could not have been the subject of an unmasking request during the transition period. Rather, according to information that I have reviewed, during the transition period the FBI shared transcripts of the relevant communications with officials outside of the Bureau without masking General Flynn’s name. Evaluating that dissemination, and determining how the information was provided to the media, is beyond the scope of this review.

(U) B. I have not identified a sufficient basis to conduct a criminal investigation of any individual involved in the unmasking process. I have found no evidence that any official falsified a document. And I have not found sufficient evidence that any individual lied to Congress. I did identify an arguable, nontrivial discrepancy between the testimony of one former senior official and the recollection of that official’s intelligence briefer. But that discrepancy is unrelated to the question of whether the official sought unmaskings for an improper purpose, and I do not believe that sufficient grounds exist to conduct a perjury investigation.

(U) C. Despite finding no evidence of inappropriate unmasking requests, I am troubled by how easy it is for political appointees of the incumbent administration to obtain nonpublic information about individuals associated with a presidential campaign or a transition team. There exists a significant potential for misuse of such information—misuse that could be difficult to detect. For that reason, I recommend that the Intelligence Community consider adopting certain prophylactic safeguards for unmasking requests that relate to presidential campaigns or transitions, including a more demanding substantive standard for granting those requests, special notification requirements, and a centralized approval process. At the same time, I conclude that one change that the Intelligence Community implemented in 2017—prohibiting anticipatory unmaskings for intelligence briefings, even for reports having nothing to do with an election or transition—is unnecessary to protect privacy interests, and I am concerned that it could impede rapid decision-making on important matters of national security.
(U) BACKGROUND

(U) A. Legal Framework

(U) 1. Elements of the Intelligence Community disseminate the foreign intelligence that they collect to other agencies of the Executive Branch through intelligence reports. “Single-source” reports describe a discrete instance of collection, such as an intercepted phone call. Other reports synthesize multiple sources of intelligence from across the Intelligence Community and provide analysis of the subject matter. Those analytic reports are often called “finished” intelligence reports.

(U) Executive Branch officials consult intelligence reports to inform their decision-making on foreign relations, national security, and economic matters. The most senior policymakers receive intelligence reports through, among other sources, briefings by the staff of the President’s Daily Brief (PDB), a unit within the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI). See pp.18–21, infra. Lower-ranking government officials, including intelligence analysts and FBI agents, can retrieve intelligence reports through various electronic databases.

(U) In the course of their intelligence-collection activities, elements of the Intelligence Community sometimes collect information concerning U.S. persons. In this context, the term “U.S. persons” includes U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents of the United States, and certain U.S.-linked corporations and associations.1 Some of that information is “U.S. person identity information”—what I will call “USPII” for ease of reference. USPII comprises all information that is reasonably likely to

---

identify a U.S. person.\textsuperscript{2} That includes not only names, but also, for example, telephone numbers, mailing addresses, email addresses, financial information, biometric records, government titles, and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.

(U) Three aspects of the collection of U.S. person information, including USPII, bear special relevance here. First, while some elements of the Intelligence Community intentionally collect foreign intelligence on U.S. persons under appropriate legal authorities, certain elements also “incidentally” collect U.S. person communications while targeting non-U.S. persons. For example, the National Security Agency (NSA) might intercept the emails of a foreign terrorist leader, and one of those emails might contain an exchange with a U.S. citizen. In that situation, the U.S. citizen’s communications are acquired incidentally, not intentionally.

(U) Second, and significantly for this report, collection of U.S. person information does not necessarily involve the acquisition of a U.S. person’s own communications. Rather, U.S. person information also includes communications by other people about U.S. persons. For instance, two foreigners might be intercepted discussing a U.S. official by name. That interception qualifies as the acquisition of USPII under the applicable legal rules, even though the agency could not be said to have “spied” on the U.S. official in the conventional sense.

(U) Third, much of the U.S. person information that agencies acquire never ends up in a foreign intelligence report. The reports are drafted to focus on the topic areas outlined in the National Intelligence Priorities Framework. Irrelevant information about U.S. persons must be omitted from reports altogether.

(U) 2. The legal rules for the dissemination of information concerning U.S. persons, including USPII, derive primarily from two sources: Executive Order 12333 and the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA).\textsuperscript{3} For purposes of this report, “dissemination” connotes sharing


\textsuperscript{3} (U) Executive Order 12333, § 2.3 (1981) (amended by Executive Order 13284
U.S. person information outside of the Intelligence Community element that acquired it.⁴

(U) Executive Order 12333 governs the handling of “information concerning United States persons” by all elements of the Intelligence Community.⁵ The order provides that elements may collect, retain, and disseminate such information only under procedures approved by the head of the element (or the head of the element’s department) and the Attorney General.⁶

(U) Certain electronic surveillance conducted to collect foreign intelligence, including the interception of phone calls and emails, is subject to FISA. Two types of FISA collection are most relevant here. First, under Title I of FISA, the government generally may conduct electronic surveillance of persons in the United States, including U.S. persons, if it obtains an order from the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC) based on probable cause to believe that the target of the surveillance is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power.⁷ Second, under Section 702 of FISA, the government may conduct surveillance on non-U.S. persons reasonably believed to be located outside of the United States for foreign intelligence purposes when the assistance of a U.S. electronic communications service provider is necessary.⁸ Section 702 does not require an individualized order based on probable cause. But the FISC annually reviews the Intelligence Community’s Section 702

---


5 (U) Executive Order 12333, § 2.3.

6 (U) Ibid.


8 (U) 50 U.S.C. 1881a(a).
procedures—including the procedures governing how targets are selected and how the databases of the acquired communications may be queried.\(^9\)

(U) Both Title I and Section 702 of FISA require the government to comply with “minimization procedures” adopted by the Attorney General and approved by the FISC.\(^{10}\) As relevant here, the procedures must provide that nonpublic information concerning U.S. persons “shall not be disseminated in a manner that identifies any United States person, without such person’s consent,” unless the identity “is necessary to understand foreign intelligence or assess its importance.”\(^{11}\) That requirement does not apply, however, if the information “is necessary to [ ] the ability of the United States to protect against” certain serious threats, such as attack, sabotage, terrorism, and the clandestine intelligence activities of a foreign power.\(^{12}\) The minimization procedures must also permit the dissemination of evidence of a crime for law-enforcement purposes.\(^{13}\)

(U) 3. My review has focused on the NSA, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and FBI because those agencies produce the intelligence reports that are most likely to contain USPII and to be read by senior officials. The rules that those agencies have adopted for the dissemination of USPII generally provide that USPII may be disclosed in a disseminated intelligence report only if it is necessary to understand the intelligence or assess its importance. There are, however, some material variations among the agencies, which are discussed below.

(U) Importantly, these rules apply to both ways that USPII can be disseminated. First, an agency might proactively include unconcealed USPII, such as an email address, in the initial dissemination of a report. Second, and most relevant for this review, an agency might “mask” USPII in the initial dissemination of a report through a generic term

\(^{10}\) (U) 50 U.S.C. 1801(h) (definition of “minimization procedures”); see 50 U.S.C. 1805(c)(2)(A), 1881a(c)(1)(A) and (e)(1).
\(^{11}\) (U) 50 U.S.C. 1801(h)(2).
\(^{12}\) (U) 50 U.S.C. 1801(e)(1) and (h)(2).
\(^{13}\) (U) 50 U.S.C. 1801(h)(3).
(such as “U.S. person 1”) and then disclose the masked USPII in response to a request by a recipient of the report. This latter type of USPII disclosure is informally (though widely) called an “unmasking.”

(U) NSA. As a component of the Department of Defense, the NSA is governed by the department’s Attorney General-approved guidelines, as well as the agency’s own internal procedures. Under those rules, the NSA may disseminate USPII to other federal agencies that are “reasonably believed to have a need to receive such information for the performance of [their] lawful missions or functions.”¹⁴ The NSA must use a generic term to mask nonpublic USPII in disseminated intelligence reports, however, unless the U.S. person consents or the USPII is necessary to understand the foreign intelligence information or assess its importance.¹⁵

(U) The NSA’s rules deem certain types of information to categorically satisfy that necessity standard. They include information indicating that the U.S. person is either an agent of a foreign power or a target of hostile intelligence activities of a foreign power, as well as information that may be evidence of a crime, so long as it is shared for law-enforcement purposes.¹⁶ But even if the information does not fall within one of the specified categories, the USPII may be disclosed if its meets the general necessity standard.¹⁷

(U) The NSA’s FISC-approved minimization procedures for collection under Section 702 of FISA impose the same basic standard.¹⁸ They

---

¹⁴ (U) 2016 DoD Attorney General Guidelines, § 3.4(c)(4); see also DoD 5240 1-R, Procedures Governing the Activities of DoD Intelligence Components that Affect United States Persons, § C4.2.2 (1982).
¹⁶ (U) 1988 DoD Classified Annex, § 4(A)(4)(d), (f), and (l); USSID SP0018, § 7.2(c)(1), (4), and (5).
¹⁷ (U) 1988 DoD Classified Annex, § 4(A)(4)(m); USSID SP0018, § 7.2(c).
¹⁸ (U) Minimization Procedures Used by the National Security Agency in Connection with Acquisitions of Foreign Intelligence Information Pursuant to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, as Amended, § 7(b) (2019) (NSA 702 Minimization Procedures); see also USSID SP0018, Annex A, Standard Minimization Procedures for Electronic Surveillance Conducted by
also permit the NSA to share non-minimized Section 702 collection with the CIA or FBI, but those agencies must apply their own FISC-approved minimization procedures before disseminating the information.\textsuperscript{19}

(U) The NSA’s rules contain other privacy safeguards. NSA reports must be written to focus solely on foreign entities and persons and their agents.\textsuperscript{20} Generally only certain NSA officials may approve the dissemination of USPII, and improper disclosures must be reported internally within 24 hours of discovery.\textsuperscript{21} Employees with access to USPII must undergo annual training on privacy and civil liberties.\textsuperscript{22} And the NSA may not engage in “dissemination to the White House [ ] for the purpose of affecting the political process in the United States.”\textsuperscript{23}

(U) The NSA also applies a default rule that plays a critical role in its handling of USPII: Even if USPII meets the legal standard for dissemination, the NSA nevertheless will generally mask the USPII in its initial dissemination of an intelligence report.\textsuperscript{24} That practice allows for broader dissemination of NSA intelligence.\textsuperscript{25} As a result of this “overmasking,” requests to unmask USPII in disseminated NSA reports often readily satisfy the necessity standard. Perhaps due in part to the default rule, the NSA grants thousands of unmasking requests each year. See pp.14–15, \textit{infra}.

(U) \textbf{CIA.} The CIA may disseminate information concerning U.S. persons to federal agencies “that need the information to perform their lawful functions.”\textsuperscript{26} USPII must be removed from disseminated reports

\begin{flushleft}
\textit{the National Security Agency,} § 6(b). This report cites currently operative minimization procedures, but the relevant dissemination standards did not differ during the 2016 election period and the ensuing transition period.
\end{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{19} (U) \textit{NSA 702 Minimization Procedures,} § 7(c).
\textsuperscript{20} (U) \textit{USSID SP0018,} § 7.1.
\textsuperscript{21} (U) Id. §§ 7.3, 7.5.
\textsuperscript{22} (U) \textit{2016 DoD Attorney General Guidelines,} §§ 3.3(f)(1)(f), 3.4(c).
\textsuperscript{23} (U) Id. § 3.1(a)(4).
\textsuperscript{24} (U) 6/3/2020 Briefing by NSA Office of General Counsel; 8/4/2020 Interview of Senior Reporting Officer of NSA National Security Operations Center.
\textsuperscript{25} (U) 6/3/2020 Briefing by NSA Office of General Counsel.
\textsuperscript{26} (U) \textit{2017 CIA Attorney General Guidelines,} § 8.2.1(b).
“to the extent practicable” unless the USPII “is necessary or [it is] reasonably believed that the information may become necessary to understand, assess, or act on the information being disseminated.” The CIA may, however, disseminate a report with unmasked USPII to another element of the Intelligence Community “for purposes of allowing the receiving element to determine whether the information is relevant to its responsibilities and may be retained by that element.”

(U) The CIA’s minimization procedures for FISA collection impose a similar standard. If FISA collection containing USPII is properly retained (because, for example, it qualifies as “foreign intelligence information”), the CIA may disseminate unmasked USPII when it “is necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or assess its importance.” Unmasked USPII may also be disseminated when there is a reasonable belief that the USPII “may become necessary to understand or assess the importance of foreign intelligence” related to the serious threats specified in FISA.

(U) Although the CIA and NSA have similar legal standards for USPII disclosure, the CIA disseminates a very small percentage of the USPII that it retains. When the CIA does disseminate a report that contains USPII, the dissemination is often in response to a request from

27 (U) Id. § 8.2. A similar standard applied under the guidelines that were in place in 2016. See AR 2-2, Law and Policy Governing the Conduct of Intelligence Activities, ¶ I.1.a.4.b (1987; rev. 2012; rescinded 2017).


29 (S) Minimization Procedures Used by the Central Intelligence Agency in Connection with Acquisitions of Foreign Intelligence Information Pursuant to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, as Amended, ¶¶ 3, 5 (2019) (CIA 702 Minimization Procedures); CIA Minimization Procedures for Information from FISA Electronic Surveillance and Physical Search Conducted by the FBI, ¶ 2 (2002).

30 (U) CIA 702 Minimization Procedures, ¶ 5; see 50 U.S.C. 1801(e)(1).

another agency for counterterrorism information about a specific person or information related to a specific national security threat. As a result, the USPII is usually not masked from the outset, because it is necessary to understand the intelligence.

(U) FBI. Unlike the NSA and CIA, the FBI’s focus is domestic. Investigating U.S. persons is central to its mission. The Bureau’s Attorney General-approved guidelines accordingly impose relatively minor restrictions on sharing USPII. The FBI may share USPII with other federal agencies, as well as state, local, and tribal agencies, if the information is “related to their responsibilities.” With respect to other elements of the Intelligence Community, moreover, “the determination whether the information is related to the recipient’s responsibilities may be left to the recipient.” There are, however, special restrictions on sharing politically sensitive information with the White House.

(U) The FBI’s FISA minimization procedures impose a similar standard as the procedures for the NSA and CIA. The FBI may disseminate FISA-acquired information to federal, state, local, and tribal agencies if the information “reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence information or is necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or assess its importance.” But if the information concerns a U.S. person, it may be shared only if it “reasonably appears to be necessary” to meet specified foreign-affairs, national security, and counterintelligence purposes. And USPII must be masked unless the information

---

32 (U) Id. at 12–13.
33 (U) Id. at 13.
34 (U) FBI Domestic Guidelines, § VI(B)(1)(b).
35 (U) Ibid.
36 (U) Id. § VI(D)(2).
38 (U) FBI 702 Minimization Procedures, § IV.A.1–2.
concerning the U.S. person “reasonably appears to be necessary” to protect against the serious threats listed in FISA or the “person’s identity is necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or to assess its importance.”

The procedures also permit the disclosure of information containing unmasked USPII if the information “reasonably appears to be evidence of a crime but not foreign intelligence information.” In addition, the FBI may share non-minimized communications with the NSA and CIA, but those agencies must apply their own minimization procedures before disseminating the information.

(U) 4. The Director of National Intelligence has imposed two further sets of restrictions on the dissemination of USPII in intelligence reports.

(U) First, the “Gates procedures,” originally issued in 1992, require additional approvals to disseminate the identity information of Members of Congress or congressional staff. Such disseminations generally must be approved by the ODNI General Counsel or, if they involve sensitive matters such as possible impropriety by a Member of Congress, the Director of National Intelligence. The Gates procedures also provide for congressional notification of these disseminations.

(U) Second, in January 2018, the Director of National Intelligence required each Intelligence Community element to adopt specific procedures for documenting and granting unmasking requests (i.e., requests to disclose USPII that is masked in disseminated intelligence reports). For every request, the disseminating element must document a “fact-based justification describing why [the] U.S. person identity information is required” by the authorized recipients “to carry out [their]

40 (U) FBI 702 Minimization Procedures, § IV.B.
41 (U) Id. § IV.E.
43 (U) Id. § C.3.c.
44 (U) Id. § D.1.
45 (U) Intelligence Community Policy Guidance 107.1, Requests for Identities of U.S. Persons in Disseminated Intelligence Reports (Jan. 11, 2018).
duties.”46 Each Intelligence Community element must keep records of every unmasking request for at least five years and must annually report aggregate statistics to the Director of National Intelligence and congressional intelligence committees.47

(U) The 2018 directive also imposed new procedures on unmasking requests made during a presidential-transition period. If the requestor conveys the belief that the U.S. person is a member of a presidential-transition team, or if the disseminating Intelligence Community element reasonably believes that the U.S. person is a member of a transition team, then the request must be reviewed by the general counsel of the disseminating element.48 In addition, the disseminating element generally must notify the chairs and ranking minority members of the congressional intelligence committees within 14 days of the approval of such a dissemination.49

(U) The NSA, CIA, and FBI have each issued procedures implementing the 2018 directive.50

(U) 5. The National Security Division of the Department of Justice conducts oversight of the handling of USPII collected under Title I and Section 702 of FISA (jointly with ODNI for Section 702 collection). In that role, the National Security Division analyzes a random subset of disseminations each year to determine whether they satisfied the applicable standard. Those reviews have not uncovered a significant number of intentional violations by the NSA, CIA, or FBI.

(U) In addition, under FISA, the Attorney General must send semiannual reports to Congress assessing the government’s compliance with Section 702 targeting and minimization procedures, as well as a summary of the compliance reviews conducted by the National Security

46 (U) Id. § E(1)(a)(4).
47 (U) Id. § E(1)(c) and (2)(a).
48 (U) Id. § E(1)(f)(1) and (2).
49 (U) Id. § E(1)(f)(3).
Division and ODNI and a description of any incidents of noncompliance.\textsuperscript{51} Congress also receives annual reports from the heads of agencies that collect intelligence under Section 702, copies of certifications submitted to the FISC, and reports from agency inspectors general.\textsuperscript{52}

(U) B. Unmasking Requests in Practice

(U) 1. When an element of the Intelligence Community disseminates a report that contains masked USPII, an official from another agency may request to view the USPII. That request may be granted if the standards for disclosure discussed above are met. That can occur when the agency masked the USPII in the initial dissemination of the report even though disclosure was permissible—as the NSA does as a matter of course. See p.9, \textit{supra}. It can also occur when the requesting official has a unique need to view the USPII. For example, an FBI agent investigating a cyber-attack may need to know the identity of a victim mentioned in a report, even if other officials who received the report do not need to know that information.

(U) Each year, thousands of unmasking requests are sent to the NSA, and additional requests are sent to the CIA and FBI.\textsuperscript{53} Many of those requests are submitted by lower-ranking officials, such as FBI agents and analysts. They often involve criminal activities—for example, terrorist plots or malicious cyber-intrusions.

(U) The year-to-year fluctuation in the number of unmasking requests can paint a misleading picture of the overall trend. For example, according to ODNI, in 2018 the number unmasking requests that the NSA granted for reports based on Section 702 collection increased significantly—from 9,529 to 16,721.\textsuperscript{54} But a key factor in that increase was

---

\textsuperscript{51} (U) 50 U.S.C. 1881a(m)(1), 1881f(a), (b)(1)(F), and (b)(1)(G).

\textsuperscript{52} (U) 50 U.S.C. 1881a(m)(2) and (3), 1881f(a) and (b)(1)(A).

\textsuperscript{53} (S//NF) As noted above, the CIA grants relatively few unmasking requests. See pp.10–11, \textit{supra}. Likewise, the FBI grants substantially fewer unmasking requests than the NSA. \textsuperscript{(b)(1), (b)(3), (b)(7)(E) per FBI}

the disclosure of the identities of numerous victims of malicious cyber-
activity, which were included in only a handful of intelligence reports. Moreover, if a report contains multiple types of USPII about the same person—such as a name, email address, and IP address—and they are all disclosed, ODNI’s reports account for them as multiple disclosures. Because some reports can contain hundreds or even thousands of discrete pieces of USPII, the annual statistics can fluctuate significantly without reflecting any underlying change in disclosure practices or request trends. And notably, until the report for calendar year 2017, ODNI’s annual reports did not include USPII other than names and titles (e.g., email addresses), nor did they include USPII for corporations and associations.

(U) 2. Each agency has adopted a different set of procedures for evaluating unmasking requests.

(U) NSA. Government employees seeking disclosure of USPII in a disseminated NSA report use a web-based interface to submit requests. A requestor enters his or her name and credentials, a due date and the time sensitivity of the request (e.g., “urgent,” “routine”), the serial number of the intelligence report, the authorized recipients of the disclosure, and the justification for the disclosure. NSA personnel evaluate the request, including whether the justification is sufficient under the necessity standard, whether the urgency of the request is

---

55 (U) 7/29/2020 Correspondence from ODNI Office of General Counsel.
56 (U) Office of Director of National Intelligence, Statistical Transparency Report Regarding the Use of National Security Authorities, Calendar Year 2018, pp.20–21, fig.12 (2019).
57 (U) 6/12/2020 Briefing by NSA Chief of Operations, Intelligence Analysis Group and NSA Section Chief of Publications, Information Sharing, and Collaboration.
58 (U) Ibid.
warranted, and whether any special restrictions, such as the Gates procedures, apply.\textsuperscript{59} Approval requires the concurrence of two NSA officials, one of whom is a senior official.\textsuperscript{60}

(U) Requests might be denied for lack of an adequate justification or because disclosure of the USPII would compromise sources or methods.\textsuperscript{61} Minor issues are often resolved over email with the requestor.\textsuperscript{62} Requests for disclosure of USPII by lower-ranking officials—such as line FBI agents—can take months to grant. If a request is approved, an email containing the USPII is sent to the requestor.\textsuperscript{63} The email includes a caveat stating that the information may be viewed only by the requestor and any other listed recipients.\textsuperscript{64} The caveat explains that no further sharing of the USPII is permitted without NSA authorization.\textsuperscript{65}

\textbf{(S//NF) CIA. (b)(3) per CIA}\textsuperscript{66}

\textbf{(U//FOUO) (b)(3) per CIA}\textsuperscript{67}

\textsuperscript{59} (U) \textit{Ibid.}; 8/4/2020 Interview of Senior Reporting Officer of NSA National Security Operations Center.

\textsuperscript{60} (U) 8/4/2020 Interview of Senior Reporting Officer of NSA National Security Operations Center.

\textsuperscript{61} (U) 6/12/2020 Briefing by NSA Chief of Operations, Intelligence Analysis Group and NSA Section Chief of Publications, Information Sharing, and Collaboration.

\textsuperscript{62} (U) \textit{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{63} (U) \textit{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{64} (U) \textit{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{65} (U) \textit{Ibid.}

\textsuperscript{66} (U) 6/11/2020 Briefing by CIA Office of General Counsel and Office of Congressional Affairs.

\textsuperscript{67} (U) \textit{Ibid.}
(b)(3) per CIA. Before disseminating USPII, the CIA would solicit the input of multiple agency offices, including the Office of the General Counsel and the FISA Program Office, as well as various CIA managers.68

(U//FOUO) In August 2017, the CIA Director instructed the Office of the General Counsel to review the procedures and practices for unmasking requests.71

(U//FOUO) FBI. (b)(3) per CIA during the period relevant to this review, the FBI did not have a centralized mechanism for processing unmasking requests.75 Requests were generally handled by the FBI field office that had disseminated the intelligence report.76

(U//FOUO) The FBI now processes unmasking requests through its Directorate of Intelligence. The FBI’s single-source reports contain an email address to make unmasking requests.77 When the Directorate of Intelligence receives a request, it coordinates with the relevant FBI

68 (U) Ibid.
69 (U) 2017 CIA Dissemination Report, p.12.
70 (U) 6/11/2020 Briefing by CIA Office of General Counsel and Office of Congressional Affairs.
71 (U) Ibid.
72 (U) Ibid.
73 (U) Ibid.
74 (U) Ibid.
75 (U) 9/11/2020 Correspondence from FBI Office of General Counsel.
76 (U) Ibid.
77 (U) 6/17/2020 Briefing by FBI Directorate of Intelligence and Office of General Counsel.
field office to determine if granting the request would compromise an investigation or otherwise harm the office’s equities.78 A denial of an unmasking request is usually prompted by a field office’s objection.79

(U//FOUO) If the field office does not object, the Directorate of Intelligence applies the relevant legal standards to determine if disclosure is appropriate. It currently follows the protocol required by the 2018 directive from the Director of National Intelligence and the FBI’s implementing procedures, including a requirement that the disclosure be approved by the FBI Director or the Director’s designee.80 If the request is approved, the requestor is sent a written response that contains the USPII.81

(U) 3. The process by which senior Executive Branch officials—including certain cabinet secretaries, agency heads, and senior White House staff—request and receive USPII masked in disseminated intelligence reports differs markedly from the typical process described above. In particular, those officials primarily receive USPII disclosures through the staff of the PDB.

(U) a. The PDB has its origins in the Truman Administration.82 During the period relevant to this review, more than one hundred officials received some type of PDB briefing regularly.83 Some of those officials were briefed each day by a “PDB briefer”—an experienced intelligence analyst who serves a short-term stint on the PDB staff, usually for about a year.84

---

78 (U) Ibid.
79 (U) Ibid.
80 (U) Ibid.; see Intelligence Community Policy Guidance 107.1, Requests for Identities of U.S. Persons in Disseminated Intelligence Reports, § E.2 (2018).
81 (U) 6/17/2020 Briefing by FBI Directorate of Intelligence and Office of General Counsel.
84 (U) Ibid.
A briefer typically arrives at the PDB’s offices at CIA headquarters between midnight and one A.M. every day but Sunday. The briefer then proceeds to assemble “the book” that the briefer will use to brief his or her “ principals” that morning. Each book is tailored to a principal’s responsibilities and interests. The book typically includes two to four articles written specifically for the daily briefing of the President, as well as other PDB-specific materials—for example, a memorandum responding to a question posed by the President or a senior official. The book also includes finished intelligence reports from various elements of the Intelligence Community. Finally, depending on the principal, the book may contain single-source intelligence reports, which are the types of reports most likely to contain USPII. Most of the single-source reports included in the books are NSA or CIA

reports. PDB briefers select the reports from “overnight feeds” that contain hundreds of new reports. The completed books are furnished to principals either in hard copy or electronically, unless the principal elects to receive only an oral briefing.

(U//FOUO) The PDB briefers usually leave their offices between six and seven A.M. to deliver the books and orally brief their principals. The process of briefing principals on the assembled reporting varies widely. Some principals read the briefing book during an oral presentation by the briefer. Some instead read in silence, while others discuss the material actively with the briefer. Some principals elect not to receive oral briefings.

(U) During oral briefings, the PDB briefers answer any questions from the principals. They also attempt to discern the principals’ interests, although some principals rarely reveal preferences. If they cannot answer a question, PDB briefers seek the answer from the Intelligence Community after the briefing.


(U//FOUO) Ibid.


(U//FOUO) Ibid.


(U//FOUO) 6/10/2020 Interview of Current PDB Director.
The materials were selected based on current diplomatic initiatives, the Ambassador’s interests, and other factors. The Ambassador’s PDB briefer would not orally brief her.102

(U) b. In the course of preparing briefing books, PDB briefers may elect to incorporate reports that contain masked USPII. Significantly for this review, until March 2017, PDB briefers understood that they were authorized to “anticipatorily” request disclosure of the USPII in those reports.104 In other words, before presenting intelligence reports to senior officials, they could request that the USPII contained in the report be unmasked.

(U) In fact, multiple briefers, including the briefers for the Attorney General, FBI Director, CIA Director, and Director of National Intelligence, told me that, as part of their standard operating procedures (passed on in some cases by their predecessors), they anticipatorily unmasked USPII for all intelligence reports containing USPII that they intended to incorporate into the daily briefing book, aside from USPII

---

102 (U/FOUO) Ibid.
103 (U/FOUO) Ibid.
subject to the Gates procedures (see p.12, supra). Likewise, the intelligence professionals who selected the NSA reports for the United Nations Ambassador were given written protocols for the diplomatic mission by their predecessors requiring that they seek disclosure of USPII before submitting any intelligence reports for inclusion in her book. In contrast, for example, the PDB briefer for the National Security Advisor did not always make anticipatory unmasking requests, but did so only when the briefer determined that the identity was substantially important, although that briefer still averaged a few anticipatory requests per month.

(U) One NSA official with 32 years of experience at the Agency who has been closely involved in the unmasking process since 2012 told me that the practice of anticipatory requests by PDB briefers existed at least as early as 2008. The NSA official believed, however, that there were no written procedures codifying the practice.

(U//FOUO) During the period relevant to this review, when PDB briefers sought USPII (primarily from the NSA), their requests were treated very differently than requests by other government officials. As


108 (U) 8/4/2020 Interview of Senior Reporting Officer of NSA National Security Operations Center.

109 (U) Ibid.

PDB briefers assembled the book overnight, they would at times ask an NSA representative embedded with the PDB staff to submit unmasking requests to the appropriate NSA officials; in other instances they would submit the request themselves.\(^{111}\) One PDB briefer, in fact, recalled that the NSA representative would often check in with the briefers to ensure that all of their disclosure requests for that day had been submitted.\(^{112}\) The justification accompanying the request, which sometimes was written by the on-site NSA representative, typically was no more than a boilerplate statement that a PDB briefer needed the USPII for the morning briefing of a particular principal.\(^{113}\) The request would usually


then be granted that morning, sometimes in a matter of minutes.\textsuperscript{114} The requests were rarely denied.\textsuperscript{115}

(U) Similarly, PDB unmasking requests for CIA intelligence reports were submitted to a CIA representative at ODNI.\textsuperscript{116} Some briefers recalled that such requests usually took a day to process because the CIA representative did not work overnight, while others remembered receiving responses more quickly.\textsuperscript{117} PDB briefers generally did not recall submitting unmasking requests for FBI reports with any frequency.

(U) Briefers used different methods to make the USPII available to their principals. For example, briefers for the Vice President, Attorney General, FBI Director, and Director of National Intelligence told me that they would use electronic means to insert the USPII into the text of the report.\textsuperscript{118} Others would simply append a document stating the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item [\textsuperscript{114}] The NSA provided me with charts of unmasking requests that specified the request and response times. Requests submitted by or on behalf of PDB briefers in the early morning hours often took minutes or hours.\textsuperscript{(b)(1) per State}
\item [\textsuperscript{116}] 8/7/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for Director of National Intelligence (Oct. 2015 – Jan. 2017).
\item [\textsuperscript{118}] 8/3/2020 Interview of Substitute PDB Briefer for DOJ Principals (Mar. 2015 – Mar. 2016); 8/5/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for Vice President, Vice President’s Chief of Staff, and Vice President’s National Security Advisor (late 2015 – Jan. 2017); 8/6/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for DOJ Principals (Jan. 2016 – Feb. 2017); 8/7/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for CIA Director
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
identities that correlated with the generic masks.\textsuperscript{119} The briefer for the National Security Advisor would incorporate the information into the briefing if the briefer was confident that the National Security Advisor would want to know it, but otherwise would advise the National Security Advisor that the information was available if she wanted to see it.\textsuperscript{120}

(U) It is not clear how often the principals actually saw the USPII, especially if they relied primarily on an oral briefing rather than the written material, and I have found no records documenting when USPII was actually viewed by principals.

(S//NF) Some principals occasionally asked PDB briefers to seek disclosure of masked USPII, but that appears to have been rare.\textsuperscript{121} Indeed, some PDB briefers told me that they could not recall ever having received an unmasking request from their principals—which in some cases presumably reflected the fact that the briefers were anticipatorily unmasking all USPII in the briefing books.

(S//NF) On March 23, 2017, the Director of the PDB instructed the staff to cease making anticipatory unmasking requests.\textsuperscript{122} That change was likely prompted by public discussion of unmaskings.\textsuperscript{123} (b)(3) per NSA


\textsuperscript{119} (S//NF) 7/30/2020 Interview of United Nations; (b)(1), (b)(3), (b)(6) per ODN & State;


\textsuperscript{121} (U//FOUO) 7/7/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for White House Chief of Staff (Apr. 2016 – Jan. 2017); 7/24/2020 Interview of Executive Assistant to Deputy NSA Director (Mar. 2016 – Mid-2017); 8/5/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for Vice President, Vice President’s Chief of Staff, and Vice President’s National Security Advisor (late 2015 – Jan. 2016); 8/6/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for DOJ Principal (Jan. 2016 – Feb. 2017); 8/7/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for CIA Director and Deputy CIA Director (Feb. 2015 – Mar. 2016); 8/7/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for Director of National Intelligence (Oct. 2015 – Jan. 2017).


\textsuperscript{123} (U//FOUO) Ibid.
(U) METHODOLOGY

(U) This review has examined whether any unmasking requests during the 2016 presidential-election period or the ensuing presidential-transition period were made for political purposes or other inappropriate reasons. In conducting the review, I acquired records of unmasking requests and read the relevant underlying intelligence reports; interviewed or received briefings from intelligence professionals and other federal officials; and reviewed classified and unclassified transcripts of congressional testimony by former senior officials.

(U) Reviewing requested USPII disclosures. I acquired from the NSA, CIA, and FBI records of unmasking requests made between March 1, 2016, and January 31, 2017.126

(U) The substantial majority of those requests were submitted to the NSA. The NSA provided me with a record of every unmasking request made during the relevant time period. The initial set of records included the names of the requestors and the recipients of the reports, as well as the dates of the requests, but generally not the report titles or the documented justifications for the requests. (The only exception was a list of requests that sought disclosure of USPII to either the former CIA Director, the former National Security Advisor, or the former United Nations Ambassador, which had previously been prepared for

---

124 (U) 6/12/2020 Briefing by NSA Chief of Operations, Intelligence Analysis Group and NSA Section Chief of Publications, Information Sharing, and Collaboration.
126 (U//FOUO) The CIA provided records of requests from January 1, 2016, to January 31, 2017. (b)(3) per CIA
the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) and which contained both report titles and justifications.) I identified the records of requests in which relevant senior officials and some relevant lower-ranking officials were listed as authorized recipients of the USPII.\textsuperscript{127} The NSA then furnished a list of report titles and documented justifications corresponding to those requests.

\textbf{(\textit{C/NT}) From that list and the HPSCI list, I obtained each intelligence report that appeared potentially relevant to my review, including (but not limited to) every report with a title that referred to the presidential election or transition.\textsuperscript{128} I then reviewed each of those reports to determine whether (i) there appeared to be a justifiable basis for the requested disclosure under the rules governing USPII dissemination; and (ii) any pattern of unmaskings by a particular official suggested an inappropriate purpose.}

\textbf{(U) I conducted a similar multi-step process for CIA and FBI unmasking requests, but that process yielded no relevant reports.}

\textbf{(U//FOUO) From the CIA I requested a full list of all unmasking requests, along with the documented justifications for the requests, the authorized recipients, and the report numbers. After reviewing the list, I requested copies of potentially relevant reports. Upon reading those reports, I determined that there were likely no unmasking requests for disseminated CIA reports that were related to the campaign or transition.}

\textbf{(U) During the relevant time period, the FBI did not maintain a separate list of unmasking requests. Rather, the records of those requests were contained within a larger set of “requests for information”}

\textsuperscript{127} (U) I did not seek records of disclosures in which the President was the requestor or authorized recipient, although certain records of requests made by others listed the President among multiple authorized recipients. Given the constitutional protections and special sensitivities that attend the President’s communications and decision-making process, I concluded that it would be inappropriate to seek records related to his personal review of foreign intelligence.

\textsuperscript{128} (U) My team obtained records from the NSA on a rolling basis and thus received a number of charts with relevant data. For convenience, I refer to them collectively.
submitted to the FBI. In connection with this review, the FBI examined approximately (b)(3), (b)(7)(E) per FBI requests. My team reviewed that list and winnowed it down to approximately potentially relevant unmasking requests. After reviewing the corresponding report titles and justifications, my team determined that there were likely no relevant unmaskings by the FBI that were related to the campaign or transition.

(U) Three points about this process of reviewing unmasking requests are significant. First, I did not review reports in which non-masked USPII was included in the initial dissemination, rather than in response to a request. The focus of my review was whether senior officials made inappropriate unmasking requests, not whether Intelligence Community elements were properly applying the disclosure standard in proactive disseminations.

(U) Second, in the reports that I reviewed, I did not seek disclosure of the USPII myself (aside from reports that were identified by ODNI as related to the unmasking of Lieutenant General Michael Flynn’s identity during the transition period, see pp.42–44, infra). The purpose of my review was to determine whether officials who unmasked USPII did so for inappropriate reasons. That inquiry must be answered ex ante: whether an official had a legitimate, good faith basis to unmask the USPII before knowing what it was. Especially given that the rules governing unmasking require a need to know the information for official duties, I concluded that it would be inappropriate for me to view the underlying USPII in conducting my analysis.129

(U) Finally, my review generally did not encompass channels other than unmasking requests through which a senior official might learn the identity of a U.S. person mentioned in an intelligence report. For example, I did not seek to examine instances in which senior officials within the intelligence-production chain at a given agency viewed

---

129 (U) At one point, the FBI provided my team with a list of unmasking requests that included the underlying USPII. Other than the FBI team member who received the list and noticed the problem, no other member of the team viewed the USPII. I sought and received from the FBI a revised list without the USPII.
USPII that the agency itself had collected. My focus was on requests from outside of an agency for the disclosure of USPII masked in disseminated intelligence reports.

(U) **Briefings and interviews.** My team received extensive briefings from officials at the NSA, CIA, FBI, ODNI, Department of Justice, Department of State, and Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board. We discussed the legal rules governing USPII disclosure, technical and practical aspects of the unmasking process, and year-to-year trends in USPII disclosures.

(U) I also interviewed a number of government employees involved in the unmasking process during the period relevant to this review. In particular, I interviewed twenty government employees who served either as PDB briefer or as representatives of the NSA responsible for submitting unmasking requests for PDB briefings. That group included the PDB briefer for the former Vice President, White House Chief of Staff, Vice President’s Chief of Staff, National Security Advisor, Vice President’s National Security Advisor, Secretary of State, Attorney General, Deputy Attorney General, Ambassador to the United Nations, Director of National Intelligence, CIA Director, CIA Deputy Director, FBI Director, and FBI Deputy Director.

(U) **Review of testimony.** My team reviewed classified and unclassified transcripts of 2017 testimony by various former officials before the House Committee on the Judiciary, House Committee on Oversight and Reform, and HPSCI. That included testimony by the former National Security Advisor, FBI Director, Director of National Intelligence, CIA Director, Acting Attorney General, and Ambassador to the United Nations. The Office of Legislative Affairs of the Department of Justice attempted to obtain classified transcripts of testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence but was unable to do so.
(U) DISCUSSION

(U) A. I have found no evidence that unmasking requests were made for political purposes or other inappropriate reasons during the 2016 election period or the ensuing transition period.

(U) My review has uncovered no evidence that senior Executive Branch officials sought the disclosure of USPII in disseminated intelligence reports for political purposes or other inappropriate reasons during the 2016 presidential-election period or the ensuing presidential-transition period. Most significantly, the vast majority of relevant disclosures appear to have been requested by intelligence professionals in anticipation of PDB briefings or for defensive cyber-security purposes, not at the direction of senior officials. Moreover, the quantity of requests and the content of the underlying reports does not support an inference that senior officials were targeting the Trump campaign or transition team. I am nevertheless troubled by how easy it is for senior political appointees to obtain the identities of campaign associates or transition officials contained in reports discussing potentially sensitive communications or activities. For that reason, I recommend that the Intelligence Community consider adopting certain prophylactic safeguards discussed in Part C below. See pp.48–49, infra.

(U) 1. As a threshold matter, it is important to bear in mind two contextual considerations.

(U) First, it would be exceedingly difficult to systematically use unmasking requests to target political opponents. That is because most USPII is sifted out of intelligence reporting as it is processed. At the initial collection stage, the Intelligence Community elements conducting FISA surveillance are restricted in their targeting decisions. The government can use FISA Title I authority to target a U.S. person only if the FISC finds probable cause that the person is an agent of a foreign power. Under FISA Section 702, the NSA is permitted to target only non-U.S. persons reasonably believed to be abroad. The Intelligence Community is also expressly prohibited from conducting “reverse targeting” under Section 702, which means that a non-U.S. person outside the United States cannot be targeted with the true purpose of acquiring
the communications of a U.S. person or anyone inside the United States.130

(U) Once communications are acquired, intelligence professionals will focus on the information that appears relevant to foreign intelligence and national security objectives, not unrelated information about U.S. persons. U.S. person information that does not meet legal standards for retention will ultimately be discarded. And when an analyst writes a report for dissemination, the analyst must include only the U.S. person information that has foreign intelligence value.

(U) It is only at that stage that a senior official might request that masked USPII in a disseminated report be disclosed. But by then, intelligence professionals have already concluded that the report’s information concerning a U.S. person has foreign intelligence value (even if the person’s USPII may not). Any U.S. person information without foreign intelligence value would have been excluded from the report. As a result, only an extremely limited universe of USPII is even possibly subject to disclosure.

(U) Importantly, the unmasking process does not permit a senior official to go back to the raw intake and pull out information about U.S. persons. Senior officials cannot, in other words, use the unmasking process to train the surveillance powers of the United States Intelligence Community on particular targets. It is, in a sense, mere happenstance when derogatory information about a political opponent makes its way into a disseminated intelligence report. For that reason, although the unmasking process is vulnerable to isolated instances of abuse, it is difficult to see how someone could consistently exploit the process to dig up dirt on political opponents.

(U) The second background consideration to understand is just how hard it might be to uncover any isolated instance of a senior official’s abuse of the unmasking process. The legal standard for disclosure of USPII—that the USPII is necessary to understand the intelligence or assess its importance—is relatively easy for the most senior officials to satisfy. The NSA’s “overmasking” default rule means that many unmasking requests are clearly justified as an objective matter, even if

130 (U) 50 U.S.C. 1881a(b)(2).
secretly made for inappropriate reasons, and senior national security officials are responsible for numerous areas of policy and foreign relations that will often give them a plausible basis to seek the disclosure. Unless the senior official ultimately takes some improper action with the USPII, such as leaking it to the press, it would be difficult to detect an inappropriate purpose for making a single unmasking request.

(U) The upshot of these two considerations is that while there is little risk that USPII disclosures could be exploited to systematically target political rivals, prophylactic rules are arguably necessary to guard against isolated instances of abuse.

(U) 2. Despite the potential for abuse of the unmasking process, I have found no evidence that any such abuse occurred in connection with the 2016 election or the ensuing transition. Based on the information that I have reviewed, it is very unlikely that senior Executive Branch officials systematically exploited that process to target the Trump campaign or transition team.

(U) a. The most significant factor in my analysis is the manner in which the unmasking requests were made. The vast majority of unmasking requests that were related to the campaign or transition in which senior officials were identified as authorized recipients of the USPII were not made by the officials themselves or at their direction. Rather, consistent with the widespread practice at the time—which likely originated before the Obama Administration—PDB briefers or their associates would anticipatorily unmask USPII before incorporating an intelligence report into an official’s morning briefing book. See pp.21–26, supra. That was true across the full range of intelligence reports, not only reports related to the campaign or transition. As one veteran NSA official described the practice to me, the briefers wanted to have the USPII on hand “just in case” a principal asked about the identity of a masked U.S. person.131 While some briefers would actually

———
131 (U) 8/4/2020 Interview of Senior Reporting Officer of NSA National Security Operations Center.
write the USPII onto the reports, either by hand or electronically, others would simply have the USPII available in case the principal asked about it.\textsuperscript{132} (U) Some briefers sought USPII for every report provided in the morning briefing as a matter of protocol (aside from USPII related to Members of Congress or congressional staff, which is governed by the Gates procedures). That group included the briefers for the Attorney General, Deputy Attorney General, FBI Director, FBI Deputy Director, CIA Director, CIA Deputy Director, and Director of National Intelligence.\textsuperscript{133} Others, including the briefer for the National Security Advisor, exercised discretion about whether to unmask USPII.\textsuperscript{134} In all events, PDB briefers and other intelligence professionals whom I interviewed told me that the practice of routinely unmasking USPII in anticipation of a briefing was ubiquitous at the time, and some PDB briefers told me that they had been instructed by their predecessors that such anticipatory unmaskings were a standard part of preparing “the book” for their principals.\textsuperscript{135}


\textsuperscript{134} (U//FOUO) 6/30/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for National Security Advisor (Jan. 2016 – Jan. 2017); 7/7/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for White House Chief of Staff (Apr. 2016 – Jan. 2017); 8/5/2020 Interview of PDB Briefer for Vice President, Vice President’s Chief of Staff, and Vice President’s National Security Advisor (Late 2015 – Jan. 2017).

\textsuperscript{135} (S//NF) 7/29/2020 Interview of NSA Representative to the PDB 2 (Oct. 2016 – Sept. 2019); 7/29/2020 Interview of NSA Representative to the PDB 3 (June 2016 – Sept. 2019).
(U) That recollection is confirmed by the records of the requests. The substantial majority of records for USPII disclosures to relevant senior officials identify the PDB briefing as the justification for the request. And they typically reflect a short turnaround time between when the request was submitted and when it was granted, which is consistent with how the PDB briefer described their process of preparing the briefing. The existence of the routine practice of seeking anticipatory disclosure is further confirmed by the fact that the PDB Director expressly prohibited the practice in the spring of 2017.\(^\text{136}\)

(U) PDB briefer told me that their principals rarely, if ever, asked for USPII to be unmasked. In some cases, that was presumably because the USPII was always made available to them by the briefer and so there would have been no reason to submit a request for disclosure. But even those briefer who did not always seek disclosure of USPII for the reports in the briefing book told me that an unmasking request by their principals was rare.

(U) I asked PDB briefer and NSA employees whether they had ever sensed that partisan or other improper motives played any part in unmasking requests. They uniformly responded no. I also asked briefer whether their principals had conveyed preferences for reporting

---

that would reveal the activities of Trump campaign associates or transition-team members—in theory a backdoor way to obtain unmasked USPII for those individuals given the widespread practice of anticipatory unmaskings. Briefers told me that nothing like that had occurred.

Briefers told me that they were given written standard operating procedures for the diplomatic mission by their predecessors in 2014 or 2015 requiring them to unmask USPII for every report that contained USPII (although those written procedures could not be located). Under those procedures, they were not permitted to make an NSA report available for the Ambassador without first obtaining the USPII. That is consistent with the unmasking records that I have reviewed. Those records show that the many unmasking requests submitted by the intelligence professionals corresponded to reports on a wide range of foreign intelligence topics. Although the boilerplate language in the records does not state explicitly that the PDB briefing was the justification for the unmasking, the intelligence professionals assured me that the requests were for anticipatory unmaskings to prepare the Ambassador’s briefing book.


138 (S//NF) 7/30/2020 Interview of United Nations A subsequent version of written procedures from 2017 did not include this practice, but that document indicated that it was “new” as of June 2017, and it required that unmaskings be requested only by principals.

139 (S//NF) 7/30/2020 Interview of United Nations
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(U) Because the practice of unmasking all USPII for intelligence reports provided to the Ambassador to the United Nations was in place at least by early 2015, if not earlier, there is no basis to conclude that it was designed to target the Trump campaign or transition. Moreover, the PDB briefer and intelligence professionals told me that they selected the reports for the Ambassador based on their view of what she needed to know to fulfill her responsibilities. The Ambassador, in other words, was not the one deciding which reports would be included in her briefing book and therefore could not have been demanding to read reports related to the election or transition.

(S/NF) Aside from unmaskings in anticipation of PDB briefings, there was another category of unmasking requests that frequently listed senior White House officials, among others, as authorized recipients of the USPII. Those requests related to reports about cyber-attacks by foreign actors. The justification for the requests explained that White House officials who frequently interacted over unclassified email with non-governmental organizations must be aware of cyber-threats to those organizations so that the officials would exercise care in their communications and could take measures to protect United States information and networks. Those unmaskings often included a large list of authorized recipients, from the National Security Advisor to White House information-security professionals. They were plainly justified as defensive measures.

(U) In short, it is unlikely that senior Executive Branch officials abused the unmasking process to target political opponents because, by and large, senior officials were not the ones making the requests and were not otherwise exercising influence over which requests were made.

(U) b. In addition to the manner in which the relevant unmasking requests were made, the quantity of relevant requests and the substance of the underlying intelligence reports makes it unlikely that the unmasking process was systematically abused for political purposes or other inappropriate reasons.

Only a small percentage of the unmasking requests in which relevant senior officials were authorized recipients of the USPII involved reports related to the campaign or transition. The vast majority concerned typical foreign intelligence reporting about a range of nations, threats, and issues. (b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA. I do not see a plausible way in which such information, even if it had related to persons or entities associated with the Trump campaign or Republican political organizations, could have been weaponized politically. Nor am I aware of any such information being exploited in connection with the 2016 campaign. Rather, the most reasonable explanation for the disclosure of this information was that PDB briefers and other intelligence professionals sought to ensure that high-level officials understood the nature of a threat facing the country.

The Ambassador to the United Nations was authorized to receive a particularly high number of USPII disclosures. But the overwhelming majority had no apparent connection to the campaign or transition. As discussed above, the briefing protocol United Nations was to unmask USPII for every report. See p.22, supra. The Ambassador’s role required her to cover a vast subject-matter area, and she was, as multiple people told me, and as she herself testified, a voracious reader.141 Her PDB briefer described her as a “super user” of intelligence compared to other consumers.142 Nothing about the pattern of the unmasking requests for the Ambassador suggests a special focus on the election or transition.

---

ii. I have not found a report that was subject to an unmasking request before the election that appeared to discuss the communications or activities of a masked associate of the Trump campaign. As noted above, even if some of that information had related to the Trump campaign or Republican political organizations, it is not clear how the USPII could have been exploited politically. Moreover, the dissemination of USPII for the target of hostile intelligence activity by a foreign power is categorically permitted by the NSA's rules.

Importantly, almost none of these election-related reports that I reviewed appeared on their face to recount communications involving masked U.S. persons. Some of the reports appeared to describe statements by non-U.S. persons about U.S. persons, while many reports merely masked identity information. To be sure, intelligence reports are often drafted to conceal sources and methods, so a reader cannot know with certainty whether a report was derived from the intercepted communications of a U.S. person. But at least on their face, these reports generally did not convey the contents of communications involving U.S. persons.

143 USSID SP00018 § 7.2(c)(5). Some of the reports that I reviewed listed only a title and a notation that the report had been recalled. According to NSA officials, their systems no longer contain the original reports. But all of those reports that appeared to relate to USPII are classified.

144 (S//NF)
reports recounted non-U.S. persons' communications [b](1), [b](3) per NSA.

(S//NF) [b](1), [b](3) per NSA

(TS//NF) [b](1), [b](3) per NSA

(S//NF) iii. I identified some unmasking requests submitted during the transition period and listing relevant senior officials as authorized recipients in which it would have appeared at least possible to a reader ex ante that the USPII in the reports corresponded to Trump transition officials or others involved in transition activities. Some of the reports...
merely recounted the views of non-U.S. persons about possible transition officials, typically in brief, general terms. Others described non-U.S. persons’ plans to engage with individuals who appeared to be in the orbit of the transition, or noted prior meetings.

(U) The content of these transition-related reports does not support an inference that senior officials used the unmasking process to systematically target the Trump transition team. A primary goal of foreign intelligence gathering is to understand the views, plans, and objectives of foreign nations. Assessing how a foreign country will approach an incoming U.S. administration—which officials it plans to engage, whether it might delay or expedite certain actions, who it identifies as the most influential advisors, what it thinks it can achieve with new American leadership—undoubtedly falls within the core of foreign intelligence gathering. For example, knowing whether a foreign official is talking about the perceived views of the incoming Secretary of State or instead a minor advisor is significant in predicting how the foreign nation may act on that information.

(U) Although reasonable minds could differ on whether each of the transition-related unmasking requests was truly necessary to understand the foreign intelligence or assess its importance—I have doubts about some of them (see p.45, infra)—the overall pattern of requests is consistent with an appropriate effort to understand how foreign nations were reacting to the result of the 2016 election. More to the point, the content of these reports does not seem consistent with an effort to acquire derogatory information about members of the Trump transition team or to otherwise exploit the unmasking process for political ends.

(U//FOUO) Significantly, nearly all of the disclosures that I reviewed that related to the Trump transition team were requested for PDB briefings in accordance with the standard PDB process described
above. There was also one request submitted by the FBI. But that request sought disclosure to a large group of FBI recipients, so it was unlikely designed to provide a senior political appointee with damaging information on the transition team.

(TS//NF) I have identified only one transition-related unmasking request that NSA records indicate was made at the behest of a senior U.S. official (although the same USPII was disclosed for the PDB briefings of other senior officials). That request sought the identity of a person described as a “senior” member of the transition team. The report did not quote any communications involving the U.S. person, although the report indicated that

(U) Nevertheless, while cognizant of how easy it would be to conceal an improper motivation for a single unmasking request (see pp.31–32, supra), I cannot conclude that the U.S. official’s request suggests an improper political motivation. For one, the U.S. official could have had a need to know the identity that is not obvious from the face of the report, based on other information. But even if not, the report was directly related to the official’s duties, and the request does not form part of any broader pattern of suspicious unmasking requests. In addition, the PDB briefer for that official told me the official had never made a request that appeared politically motivated or otherwise unusual. The more likely explanation for the request is that the U.S. official wanted to know as much information as possible about the subject matter of the report—which, as I said, the official had an obvious and significant interest in—and assumed that the unmasking request would be denied by intelligence officials if it did not meet the standard for disclosure.
(U) 3. Earlier this year, the Acting Director of National Intelligence provided certain Members of Congress with a list of recipients who were authorized to receive the identity of Lieutenant General Michael Flynn in response to unmasking requests processed between November 8, 2016, and January 31, 2017. Given the substantial interest generated by the public release of that list, I closely examined those requests, including the requests naming individuals other than senior officials as the authorized recipients of the USPII. I have not found any basis to conclude that the requests were motivated by an improper purpose.

(C//SI//NF) The released list identifies 49 instances in which an official was authorized to receive General Flynn’s identity and indicates that 39 separate officials, some of whom were senior officials, were authorized recipients. According to the NSA, however, the 49 instances involved only intelligence reports. (Certain reports prompted multiple requests and certain requests sought authorization for disclosure to multiple recipients.)

The unmasking requests for that report were made for the CIA Director, FBI Director, and Ambassador to the United Nations. Unmasking requests were also made for disclosure to the Ambassadors to Russia and Turkey, as well as to lower-ranking intelligence officials, based on specific, objectively reasonable justifications.

(b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA

The unmasking request for that report was made.
the Director of National Intelligence and Ambassador to the United Nations. The subject matter of the report clearly related to the responsibilities of those officials. The unmasking request for the other report was made the Ambassador to the United Nations only, and the contents of that report related to her responsibilities. As explained above, the intelligence professionals United Nations operated under a standard protocol of unmasking USPII for all reports containing USPII that were provided to the Ambassador. See p.22, supra.

As for the other (b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA (b)(1), (b)(3) per NSA

The unmasking requests for that report, moreover, were made by intelligence officials for the Director of National Intelligence and his deputies and for other significant and clearly justified operational purposes. For those reasons, the unmasking of General Flynn’s identity in that report does not support an inference that he was inappropriately targeted.

In fact, all but one of the unmaskings of General Flynn’s identity in which a senior official was an authorized recipient That group of officials included the Vice Pres- al Intelligence, CIA Director, FBI Director, Secretary of the Treasury, White House Chief of Staff, and Ambassador to the United Nations.

The request included a specific justification tailored to the contents of the report, and unmasking requests for the same report were made for a number of
other recipients, including officials at the U.S. Mission to North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Deputy Secretary of Energy, and an ambassador. The reference to General Flynn in that report context, it is unlikely that the request was made to politically target General Flynn or the incoming administration.

(U) The unmasking requests for disclosure to lower-ranking officials, such as ambassadors and intelligence professionals, each included an objectively reasonable justification.

(U) Accordingly, I find no basis to conclude that the unmaskings of General Flynn’s identity during the transition period were politically motivated or were otherwise sought for inappropriate reasons.

(U) 4. In December 2016, General Flynn had communications with the Russian Ambassador to the United States that touched on certain matters of foreign policy. The FBI had transcripts of some of those communications. On January 12, 2017, some of the substance of those communications was reported in the media. I accordingly examined whether any senior officials had obtained General Flynn’s identity in connection with those communications through an unmasking request made during the transition period.

(U) The answer is no. According to the FBI, the Bureau did not disseminate an intelligence report discussing those communications and containing masked USPII for General Flynn before President Trump’s inauguration. For that reason, the public disclosure of the communications could not have resulted from an unmasking request. That conclusion is consistent with my review of unmasking records, which did
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not reveal any unmasking request corresponding to a report discussing those communications.

(U) The conclusion is also confirmed by other information that I have reviewed. That information shows that during the transition period the FBI shared transcripts of the relevant communications outside of the Bureau without masking General Flynn’s name. Evaluating that dissemination, and determining how the information was provided to the media, is beyond the scope of this review.

(U) 5. Although I have found no evidence that senior Executive Branch officials systematically abused the unmasking process to target Trump campaign or transition officials, my review has led me to conclude that a serious potential for abuse exists—particularly in isolated instances in which an improper purpose would be hard to detect. The most obvious means of abuse is leaking nonpublic information about a U.S. person to the media. Although such a leak would likely itself be unlawful, investigating and prosecuting leaks can often be challenging. In addition, upon learning of private conversations involving transition officials, an outgoing administration could take actions that frustrate the policy plans of an incoming administration. That would be an improper use of intelligence collection and would be inconsistent with norms about the transfer of power in a democracy.

(U) Some of the reports that I have reviewed have reinforced my concerns. To be sure, most of the transition-related reports that were subject to unmasking requests did not include politically damaging information. But I am concerned about how easy it was for outgoing political appointees to learn nonpublic information about potential high-level officials of the incoming administration and other members of the transition team. I have already discussed one requested disclosure by a senior official in mid-December 2016. See pp. 41–42, supra. But other disclosures of the identities of transition officials, which were sought anticipatorily for PDB briefings rather than by senior officials, did not seem clearly necessary to me. And at least one report contained information that arguably could have been politically damaging if the identities of some of the masked individuals discussed in the report had been made public.
(U) At the same time, despite the serious risk of abuse, it would be unwise to prohibit officials of an outgoing administration from viewing any information about campaign associates or transition officials. The outgoing officials must continue to perform their duties until Inauguration Day. They cannot blind themselves to intelligence about the views and intentions of foreign nations, even if those views and intentions will naturally be influenced by the composition and policy positions of the incoming administration.

(U) For that reason, I recommend that the Intelligence Community consider reforms to protect against the risk of abuse in the disclosure of the USPII of campaign associates and transition officials. I describe those recommendations in Part C below. See pp. 48–49, infra.

(U) B. I have not identified a sufficient basis to conduct a criminal investigation of any individual involved in the unmasking process.

(U) In the course of my review, I have considered whether there is a justifiable basis to conduct a criminal investigation of any individual involved in the unmasking process. I have identified no such basis.

(U) 1. I have not found any evidence that a government official falsified a document in submitting or processing unmasking requests. It was well understood throughout the relevant period that PDB briefers could anticipatorily unmask USPII for their principals. The practice was ubiquitous, and a number of briefers anticipatorily unmasked all USPII in the reports that they incorporated into briefing books. The boilerplate language that was used to make those requests was understood by intelligence officials to typically signify an anticipatory request for a PDB briefing, particularly given the timing and urgency of the requests, even if that might not have been immediately clear to a person unfamiliar with the process. Indeed, NSA representatives embedded with the PDB staff sometimes wrote the justifications.  

---

standard language used by some of the requestors could be read in a vacuum to convey that the principal had personally sought the unmasking, the officials who processed the request would have understood that it was likely an anticipatory request in connection with an intelligence briefing.

(U) 2. I likewise did not find sufficient evidence that any official provided knowingly false testimony to Congress, although I did not have access to transcripts of testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence in closed sessions (see p.29, *supra*). I did identify an arguable, nontrivial discrepancy between the testimony of one former senior official and the recollection of that official’s PDB briefer that related to the unmasking process. But I do not believe that the discrepancy warrants a criminal investigation.

(U) As an initial matter, the discrepancy is unrelated to the question of whether the former senior official unmasked USPII for political purposes or other inappropriate reasons. Both individuals’ statements are inconsistent with that kind of misconduct.

(U) The circumstances of the discrepancy do not warrant consideration of criminal charges. The PDB briefer is the only person whom I interviewed who has an evidently different recollection than the former senior official; other relevant interviewees did not have knowledge of the matter. No documents contradict the senior official’s testimony. And the alleged event occurred years before the official testified. Given that context, without more, it would be difficult to conclude with any degree of certainty that it was the senior official, rather than the PDB briefer, who made the misstatement.

(U) In any event, even if I were convinced that it was the former senior official who made an inaccurate statement, caution is warranted in assuming that misstatements by exceptionally busy foreign policy officials are attributable to intentional deception rather than faulty memories or miscommunications. That is especially true here, where the discrepancy is not as stark as in the typical perjury prosecution. Without any indications of intentional deception about this matter, or even a substantial motive to lie, a faulty memory or a miscommunica-
tion seems a far more likely explanation for the discrepancy than perjury. Accordingly, absent significant new information, I do not believe further investigative steps are warranted.

(U) C. The Intelligence Community should consider adopting prophylactic rules for unmasking requests related to presidential campaigns or transitions.

(U) 1. As explained above, the unmasking of USPII that relates to associates of a presidential campaign or to transition officials creates a risk of abuse, such as through the leak of politically damaging information to the media. At the same time, senior officials in an outgoing administration must continue to perform their duties until Inauguration Day, and information about campaign associates or transition officials may be relevant to the intentions or actions of foreign nations.

(U) To strike the appropriate balance between preventing the abuse of intelligence reporting and ensuring that outgoing officials have the information that they need to protect the interests of the United States, I recommend that the Intelligence Community consider instituting additional safeguards for unmasking requests related to campaign associates or transition officials, which would build upon the reforms put in place in January 2018. I say “consider” because whether these proposals are ultimately worthwhile will turn in part on the expected cost of their implementation and any risk that they might pose to the Intelligence Community’s effectiveness. Accordingly, I recommend that these proposals, or similar proposals, be carefully vetted through the interagency process. The proposals would also raise a host of implementation questions, such as who qualifies as an associate of a presidential campaign, at what point in the electoral process the safeguards attach, how to treat third-party or independent campaigns, and whether directing elements of the Intelligence Community to maintain lists of associates of presidential campaigns would itself raise concern.

(U) First, the Intelligence Community should consider requiring centralized approval for any disclosure of USPII reasonably believed to relate to an associate of a presidential campaign or to a transition official. For example, new rules could require the approval of both the General Counsel of ODNI and the Assistant Attorney General for the National Security Division (or their designees). Under the directive issued
by the Director of National Intelligence in January 2018, the general counsel of an Intelligence Community element must review any unmasking reasonably believed to relate to a transition official—a welcome reform.\footnote{U} Intelligence Community Policy Guidance 107.1, \textit{Requests for Identities of U.S. Persons in Disseminated Intelligence Reports}, § E.1.f (2) (Jan. 11, 2018). But requiring centralized approval would promote greater accountability and might make it easier to detect suspicious patterns of unmasking requests. Any new approval mechanism, however, should be designed to avoid undue delay in providing vital information to senior officials.

(U) Second, the Intelligence Community should consider a notification process similar to what is required for USPII disclosures related to Members of Congress and congressional staff under the Gates procedures. In particular, it should consider requiring that the first Director of National Intelligence and Attorney General confirmed by the Senate after a new President takes office be notified of any disclosures of USPII for campaign associates or transition officials during the preceding election and transition periods. The congressional-notification requirement of the January 2018 directive for transition-related unmaskings (see p.13, supra) could also be extended to campaign associates.

(U) Third, to facilitate review and accountability, the Intelligence Community should consider requiring all agencies that grant unmasking requests to maintain records of which requests appear related to campaign associates or transition officials.

(U) Finally, the Intelligence Community should consider adopting a more demanding substantive standard for unmasking the USPII of campaign associates or transition officials. For example, a requestor could be required to demonstrate a “substantial” need for the USPII. The Intelligence Community, however, should carefully consider whether a higher standard would continue to ensure that senior officials are adequately informed about important intelligence.

(U) 2. In addition to these four proposals, I also recommend that the Intelligence Community consider discarding one of the changes instituted after the 2016 election. As discussed above, in 2017, both the Director of the PDB and the NSA Director prohibited the practice of
“anticipatory” requests for USPII disclosures by PDB briefers. From the perspective of protecting the privacy of U.S. persons and the fairness of the political process, I do not think that change was necessary, and I am concerned that it could impede the ability of senior U.S. officials to make rapid decisions.

(U) Senior foreign policy and national security officials are exceptionally busy. I see little benefit in requiring them, upon receiving their intelligence briefing each morning, to make a formal request to unmask USPII and then wait until the next morning to re-review the reports with the disclosed information. Rather, so long as unmasking is legally justified, there is no serious drawback in permitting a PDB briefer to anticipatorily obtain the USPII. The vast majority of unmasking requests, after all, have nothing to do with political campaigns or presidential transitions. They concern terrorist suspects, victims of cyber-intrusions or kidnappings, foreign officials who happen to be U.S. persons, and other individuals unrelated to U.S. politics. Especially if the Intelligence Community were to implement more targeted reforms addressing the risk of abuse from the narrow subset of USPII related to campaigns or transitions—which could include barring anticipatory requests for that subset—I see no convincing reason to prohibit PDB briefers from making anticipatory requests for most intelligence reports. At minimum, the Intelligence Community should solicit the views of principals on whether to reinstate the practice.

(U) To be sure, before 2017 anticipatory unmaskings suffered from a significant flaw: PDB briefers could unmask USPII with only a boilerplate justification. But that problem was addressed by the January 2018 reforms, which now require a “fact-based justification” for every unmasking.152 Provided that a PDB briefer can supply an adequate fact-based justification for disclosing the USPII to a senior official, the briefer should be permitted to unmask the USPII before the briefing.
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